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ACTIVITY GUIDE 

ENGLISH VI  
 
 

! WOULD RATHER / WOULD PREFER. 
 

We often use words to talk or ask about preferences. We use “would rather / would prefer” to be a little 
more specific. 
Although both structures have the same meaning, they have a small difference: 
 

• Subject + would prefer + to + verb + complement. 
 
Examples: I would prefer to see him in person. 
                  I would prefer to live in this country. 

 
• Subject + would rather + verb + complement. 

 
Examples: I would rather go home now. 
                  I would rather eat something at the restaurant. 

 
The negative form comes before “rather” and “prefer”. 
 
Examples: I would rather not go to work today. 
                  I would prefer not to play a game. 
 
We can have the contraction form of “would” = “ ‘d” with all the subjects: 
 
Examples: I would rather go to the movies = I’d rather go to the movies. 
                 She would prefer to cook dinner. = She’d prefer to cook dinner. 
 
ACTIVITY #1: COMPLETE THE STATEMENTS. 
 

a) We would prefer ____________________ (meet) on Saturday than Tuesday. 

b) I ____________________ rather ____________________ (sing) that song. 

c) Would you ____________________ to go to the Mexican or to the Chinese restaurant? 

d) John would rather ____________________ (drive) the jeep. 
e) Sophie would rather ___________________ to spend too much money. 

 
! PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS. 

 
We use the “Present Perfect Continuous” for an action over a period of time leading up to the present. We 
are interested in the action as well as the result, and this process may still be going on, or may have just 
finished. 
 
We use the tense for actions that started in the past and continue in the present. 
 
Examples: I have been waiting for you all the day. 
                 They have been working since 6 o’clock. 
 
Also, we use the tense for actions that have just finished, but we are interested in the results. 



 
Examples: Who’s been sleeping in my bed? 
                  We’ve been studying all afternoon. I’ve just finished the project. 
 
We use this tense in three forms: 
 

• Positive: Subject + have / has + been + verb-ing + complement. 
 
Example: The students have been practicing the verbs. 
 

• Negative: Subject + have / has + not + been + verb-ing + complement. 
 
Example: The students have not been practicing the verbs. 
 

• Question: Have / has + subject + been + verb-ing + complement + ? 
 
Example: Have the students been practicing the verbs ?  
 
Notice the contraction forms of positive and negative ideas. 
 

" I have = I’ve 
" You have = you’ve  
" She has = she’s 
" He has = he’s 

" It has = it’s 
" We have = we’ve 
" They have = they’ve 

 
 
Have not = haven’t                              Has not = hasn’t 
 
Examples: I’ve been working for a long time. 
                 She’s been decorating the house since the morning. 
                 My boyfriend hasn’t been watching TV. 
 

! PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS. 
 
We use the “Past Perfect Continuous” to express longer actions in the past before another action in the 
past. 
 
Example: (She started waiting at 7 am. I arrived at 9 am.) Suzy had been waiting for 2 hours.  
                (He was very tired) John had been swimming 
 
Examples: Who had been sleeping in my bed? 
                  I had been waiting for you all the day. 
                 They had been working in the factory. 
 
We use this tense in three forms: 
 

• Positive: Subject + had + been + verb-ing + complement. 
 
Example: The students had been practicing the verbs. 
 

• Negative: Subject + had + not + been + verb-ing + complement. 
 
Example: The students had not been practicing the verbs. 
 

• Question: Had + subject + been + verb-ing + complement + ? 
 



Example: Had the students been practicing the verbs?  
 
 
 
Notice the contraction forms of positive and negative ideas. 
 

" I had = I’d 
" You had = you’d  
" She had = she’d 
" He had = he’d 

"  had = it’d 
" We had = we’d 
" They had = they’d 

 
 
Had not = hadn’t 
 
ACTIVITY #2: COMPLETE THE STATEMENTS WITH PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS OR PAST 
                        PERFECT CONTINUOUS. 
 

a) The living room is a mess. I ____________________ since the morning (clean). 
b) Yesterday, the kids were very dirty. They ____________________ American football in the mud 

(play). 
c) My mom ____________________ all the day. She has a family reunion tonight. 
d) The floor was wet. It ____________________ (rain). 
e) The house needs to be redecorated so we ___________________ all the stuff (buy). 

 
 

! BE USED TO + VERB-ING vs. USED TO  
 
The be used to expression is for talking about something that is familiar to us or easy for us. 
 
Example: I am used to driving the car. (It means that it is not a problem for me to drive the car). 
 
These are the structures: 
 

• Subject + verb “be” + used to + verb-ing + complement. 
 
Examples: I am used to working hard. 
                 My mom is used to cooking for us. 
 

• Subject + verb “be” + not + used to + verb-ing + complement. 
 
Examples: I’m not used to working hard. 
                 My mom is not used to cooking for us. 
 

• Verb “be” + subject + used to + verb-ing + complement ? 
 
Examples: Are you used to working hard? 
                  Is my mom used to cooking for us? 
 
The used to expression is for talking about activities that we did in the past but we do not do them in the 
present.  
 
Examples: I used to ride my bicycle when I was a child. (But now I don’t because I’m an adult). 
 
These are the structures: 
 



• Subject + used to + verb present  + complement. 
 
Examples: My friends and I used to study in junior high school. 
                  I used to believe in Santa Claus.  

• Subject + didn’t + use to + verb present + complement. 
 
Examples: My friends and I didn’t use to study in junior high school. 
                  I didn’t use to believe in Santa Claus.  
 

• Did + subject + use to + verb present + complement ? 
 
Examples: Did my friends and I use to study in junior high school? 
                  Did you use to believe in Santa Claus? 
 
ACTIVITY #3: SELECT THE CORRECT OPTION. 
 

a) My best friend has a newborn baby so she used to / she is used to sleepless nights and the 
sound of crying. 

b) Oscar used to / is used to play the guitar in a band when he was younger. 
c) I used to / am used to taking the bus to school everyday. 
d) Liz used to playing / play with her dolls and didn’t use to / isn’t used to play with cars. 
e) In your childhood, did / were you use to / used to visit your grandparents? 

 
 
 

! 1ST CONDITIONAL. 
 
The first conditional is used to speculate about possible situations that can really happen at the present or 
future. It is a realistic idea. 
 
This is the structure:  
 

• If + Subject + verb present + complement + , + subject + will / can / shall + verb present + complement. 
 
Examples: If I study, I can pass the exam. 
                  If my dad works, he will earn a lot of money. 
 
Also, we can use these ideas in negative and question forms. 
 
Examples: ( - ) If I don’t study, I can’t pass the exam. 
                  (?) If I study, Can I pass the exam? 
                  ( - ) If my dad doesn’t work, he won’t earn a lot of money. 
                  (?) If my dad works, Will he earn a lot of money? 
 

! 2ND CONDITIONAL. 
 
The second conditional is used to speculate about situations that will probably never happen at the 
present or future. It is an unrealistic idea. Is a desire. 
 
This is the structure:  
 

• If + Subject + verb past + complement + , + subject + would / could / should + verb present + complement. 
 
Examples: If I had more free time, I could travel abroad. (But I’m not free at the moment, I can’t travel). 



                  If my best friend won the lottery, she would buy her own house. 
 
Also, we can use these ideas in negative and question forms. 
 
Examples: ( - ) If I didn’t have more free time, I couldn’t travel abroad. 
                  (?) If I had more free time, Could I travel abroad? 
                  ( - ) If my best friend didn’t win the lottery, she wouldn’t buy her own house. 
                  (?) If my best friend won the lottery, Would she buy her own house? 
 
NOTE: Grammatically, the verb is in past, but the meaning of the complete idea is for the present  
             or future. 
 
 

! 3RD CONDITIONAL. 
 
The third conditional always refers to the past. It is used to speculate about situations that could have 
happened in the past. 
 
This is the structure:  
 

• If + Subject + past perfect  + complement +  , + subject + would / could / should + have + verb past particicple + 
complement. 

 
Examples: If I had studied yesterday, I could have passed the exam. 
                  If my friend had spoken with the American people, he would have practiced his English. 
 
Also, we can use these ideas in negative and question forms. 
 
Examples: ( - ) If I hadn’t studied yesterday, I couldn’t have passed the exam. 
                  (?) If I had studied yesterday, Could I have passed the exam? 
                 ( - ) If my friend hadn’t spoken with the American people, he wouldn’t have practiced. 
                  (?) If my friend had spoken with the American people, Would he have practiced? 
 
NOTE: In all the conditionals, we can use the “inverted order”. We can change the word order of  
            The “if” clause. We eliminate the “comma” and use the connector “if”  
 
Example: If I get sick, I will go with the doctor.                I will go with the doctor if I get sick. 
                If I were famous, I would be rich.              I would be rich if I were famous. 
 
 
ACTIVITY #4: COMPLETE THE IDEAS USING THE CORRECT CONDITIONAL. 
 

a) If I ___________________(do) my project, I ___________________ (get) a good  
              grade. (3RD conditional) 

b) We ___________________ (go) to the party if we ____________________ (clean) the  
              house. (1st conditional) 

c) If my sister ___________________ (save) money, she _____________________ (buy) a lot of  
              clothes. (2nd conditional) 

d) Which places __________________ (visit) if you ____________________ (win) the lottery?  
              (3rd conditional) 

e) If my father ___________________ (not / sleep), he ____________________ (work) very hard.  
              (2nd conditional) 
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